The universal support system is a standalone hanging system that supports a wide variety of applications. This system comprises a galvanized steel aircraft cable with integral self-locking hook and a patented locking device that allows quick installation and release for adjustment or removal. The duct hanging system is composed of three elements: the upper attachment to the building, the hanger itself, and the lower attachment to the duct. Construct the attachments hangers and supports for all ductwork in accordance with Smacna manual and standards. Installation requirements 1 support each duct independently. 2. Smacna standards and manuals address all facets of the sheet metal and
HVAC industry from duct construction and installation to indoor air quality from energy recovery to roofing from solar energy to welding currently SMACNA has more than thirty publications in circulation which are continuously reviewed and updated as required. TDC duct constructed per SMACNA standards first edition 1995 2 duct fabricated using Pittsburg seams 3 all duct stiffened by machine formed beads spaced at 12 o c 4 duct work to be sealed per SMACNA HVAC table 1 2 5 TDC cnt jnt cond occurrence TDC connector center of duct amp TDC connector supply duct up amp down exhaust duct up amp down round and square 4 way ceiling diffusers supply top register or grille wall type detail title support anchor condenser water or chilled water December 2008 sd230511 26 dwg none pipe trench in building nts notes 1 2 section 15140 supports anchors and seals part 1 general 2 06 duct hangers and supports a per SMACNA standards b provide galvanized steel angles channels stays rods etc for duct support and reinforcement do not use raw steel support vertical soil pipe at, bracing of ducts the hanger is attached hangers must be positively attached to the duct within 2 in of the top of the duct with a minimum of two 10 sheet metal screws lateral motion will not cause damaging impact with other systems lateral motion will not cause loss of vertical support ducts have a cross sectional area of 6 ft2 or less, ductwork support spacing tech brief 13 01 question can we use 14 foot support spacing for round spiral ductwork overview SMACNA HVAC duct construction metal and flexible 2005 table 5 2 allows for a maximum spacing of 12 feet in addition SMACNA 2005 stipulates the required wire size rod or strap required for proper support, SMACNA hangers and supports download as pdf file pdf text file txt or read online Scribd is the world’s largest social reading and publishing site search, ductwork support spacing tech brief 13 01 question can we use 14 foot support spacing for round spiral ductwork overview SMACNA HVAC duct construction metal and flexible 2005 table 5 2 allows for a maximum spacing of 12 feet in addition SMACNA 2005 stipulates the required wire size rod or strap required for proper support, support systems for ductwork may provide restraint in three directions against displacement and rotation consideration must be given with restraining ducts to avoid development of excessive internal duct stresses caused by expansion or contraction due to temperature variations, construction reinforcements and hangers and supports shall comply with SMACNA’s HVAC duct construction standards metal and flexible and performance requirements and design criteria indicated in the duct schedule article and on the drawings b structural performance duct hangers and supports shall withstand the effects of gravity loads, duct suspension and support systems we have a range of duct products for hanging etc find out more national websites direct contact for Lindab products and system in your country local languages, how do I support vertical runs of round ducting to support it what about when the duct runs vertically do you use the same kind of strapping but attach it to the duct with screws or is there more to it HVAC and tape them with foil tape you should be able to do a 5 foot vertical rise with support at the roof boot or where you, located in headquarters outside Washington D C the sheet metal and air conditioning contractors national association SMACNA an international association of union contractors has 1 834 members in 103
chapters throughout the united states canada australia and brazil, ductwork hangers us duct makes a full line of duct hangers and supports do you need to add structural supports and or duct stands authorities having local jurisdiction what are the local codes and how are certifications or standards such as smacna applicable to your duct hangers and overall system installation, test and verification report on gripple hang fast wire duct hanger system smacna hvac duct construction standards metal and flexible second edition 1995 since chapter 4 of the hvac dcs has prescribed uses and limits on duct size for single wire supports and the gripple, 5 23 31 hvac ducts design and construction standard voluntary product standard ps 15 69 shall form the minimum basis for the fabrication of these frp exhaust duct systems resin used shall be the hetron 197 for its fire retardant and corrosion resistant properties, section 233300 air duct accessories for dampers sound control devices duct duct support intervals and other provisions in smacna s hvac duct construction standards metal and flexible 2 2 round ducts and fittings a general fabrication requirements comply with smacna s hvac duct construction, sheet metal connectors inc smc tdc slip drive and raw sheet metal connectors inc rectangular duct and fittings are one part of our complete line of hvac products smc manufactures coil line ductwork in 4 5 6 lengths all ductwork comes standard with stiffening beads, chapter 6 duct systems 601 0 general 602 0 material cooling or evaporative cooling duct systems constructed of metal shall comply with smacna hvac duct construction standards metal and flexible or ul 181 factory made air ducts shall not be used for vertical risers in air duct systems serving more than two stories and shall not, you can draw horizontal and vertical ducts in a plan view you draw a vertical segment of duct in a plan view by changing the offset value on the options bar while drawing a duct segment however it is often easier to draw vertical duct segments in an elevation view or a section view see drawing ductwork in an elevation or section view open a view containing the duct system where you want, our rooftop duct supports and other roof support systems offer a wide range of options for supporting hvac ductwork supports on top of rubber membrane steel and concrete roofs optional crossbracing systems specifically designed for high wind applications improve rooftop wind ratings, duct riser supports note all duct work risers which are run exposed such as thru attic floors and fan room floors shall be provided with a 3 75mm high concrete curb around opening for duct seal hole with fireproofing material after duct installation 2 x2 x1 4 50x50x6mm angle install on both long dimension sides of duct duct riser, duct support systems can be installed on any type of roof from flat up to sloped up to 2 in 12 slope without penetrating the rooftop surface each duct support system is designed and engineered to adhere to your specifications and can accommodate ducting at any height or width, ansi smacna 006 2006 hvac duct construction standards eli p howard iii sheet metal and air conditioning contractors national association documents preceding 3rd edition hvac dcs supports chapter 8 double wall duct construction chapter 10 specialty systems questions comments, vertical support steel riser clamp ul listed grinnell fig 261 superstrut c720 or equal duct support and bracing support duct risers as shown on the drawings section 230529 hangers and supports for hvac piping
and equipment, collar and adjustable duct vertical installation when the adjustable length duct and collar are installed in the vertical position between two fixed points such as the beginning support and the ending support it should be installed just below the higher support, news smacnas technical university sharing the ins and outs of duct construction tu dsc00584 200 approximately 50 participants from smacna member contractors learned about smacnas most prominent standards at smacnas technical university in milwaukee wis on sept 15 and 16 more technical paper custom fabricated sheet metal, 6 support vertical piping at every other floor support vertical soil pipe at each floor at hub 7 where several pipes can be installed in parallel and at same elevation provide multiple or trapeze hangers 8 where practical support riser piping independently of connected horizontal piping 3 3 low velocity duct hangers and supports, bracing of ducts the hanger is attached hangers must be positively attached to the duct within 2 in of the top of the duct with a minimum of two 10 sheet metal screws lateral motion will not cause damaging impact with other systems lateral motion will not cause loss of vertical support 2, section 23 05 29 hvac hangers and supports university of nebraska comply with smacna s hvac duct construction standards metal and flexible table 5 1 rectangular duct hangers minimum size and table 5 2 minimum hanger sizes for round duct support vertical piping at every floor and at intervals of no more than 12 ft, duct supports must be installed at carefully chosen intervals to ensure adequate support and reduce the risk of failure installers can choose from three basic varieties of duct support depending on the application at hand trapeze hangers support the duct on three sides and typically consist of a metal strut supported by two vertical rods, positively attached to the duct within 2 in of the top of the duct with a minimum of two 10 sheet metal screws lateral motion will not cause damaging impact with other systems lateral motion will not cause loss of vertical support 2 ducts have a cross sectional area of 6 ft2 or less than 6 ft2 per asce7 05, university of pennsylvania design standards revision may 2017 ductwork 233100 3 10 0 all ductwork and accessories must be supported from the structure only using trapeze strap or angle iron hangers conforming to smacna hvac duct construction standards metal and flexible, and the amount of sag allowed between support joints will have serious guidelines for installing flexible duct installation instructions non metallic air ducts amp air connectors with plain ends us listed under file m h 959 698 44 application air duct, duct distribution quality installation if ducts are to be installed in a vented uninsulated attic or crawl space hang the ducts with supporting straps or saddles of sufficient width and frequency to adequately support the ducts so that the ducts do not sag and are not pinched or compressed in a manner that would cause damage to the ducts the duct insulation or the duct air barrier covering, seismic restraint manual smacna smacna hvac air duct leakage test manual 2 smacna b structural performance duct hangers and supports and seismic restraints shall withstand innovation for vertical seismic restraint lower yours cost on according with smacna seismic restraint manual guidelines type of use top08 22 is used, vertical riser support heater support volume damper
Installation Chapter 5 Appendix Contributors to Former Editions Inspection Checklist for Fibrous Glass Duct System Installation Procedure for Rating Duct Construction Methods Conform to the Smacna Fibrous Glass Duct Con, or Angle Supports as Recommended by 100 mm Otherwise Specified 450 mm Min Unless in Heavy Snow Areas Flashing Roofing Metal Roof Deck Duct Section A A Notes 1 See Dwg No Ips D Ar 013 Sht 9 11 for Curb Options 2 Metal Gauges Duct Schedule Shall Be Based on Smacna Standards Area of Duct 25 to Compensate for Screen 20 mm 3 4 Mesh Screen, If the Designer Does Not Designate Pressure Class for Duct Construction on the Contract Drawings the Basis of Compliance With the Smacna HVAC Duct Construction Standards Is as Follows 2 500 Pa W G for All Ducts Between the Supply Fan and Variable Volume Control Boxes and 1 250 Pa W G for All Other Ducts of Any Application, Support the Duct Between a Metal Connection and Bend by Allowing the Duct to Extend Straight for at Least One Duct Diameter Before Making the Bend This Will Factory Made Air Ducts May Not Be Used for Vertical Risers in Air Duct Systems Serving More Than Two Adjacent Stories 16 Adc Flexible Duct Performance Amp in Stallion Standards 5th, Note When Ductwork is Insulated Total Outside Diameter of Duct and Covering Should Be Used to Determine Size of Slide Assembly, Dual Tech is the Pre Fabricated Double Layer Ducting System That is Suitable for Indoor and Outdoor Applications Its 032 Aluminum Jacketing Is the Exterior Armor to the Smacna Compliant Kingspan Koolduct That Is Ul 181 Listed as a Class 1 Air Duct System, Standard Round Duct Supports Standard Round Duct Supports for All Rooftop Ductwork Runs Accommodates Ducts up to 84 Wide Standard Rps Equipment Rail Base Galvanized Steel Slide Channel Galvanized Continuously Threaded Rods Adjusts 12 Vertically Amp Horizontally Galvanized Steel Duct Slide Assembly, Installing Seismic Restraints for Duct and Pipe Ii Installing Seismic Restraints for Duct and Pipe Smacna the American Society of Civil Engineers Asce Project Team Paul Tertell Fema Project Officer Normal Vertical Supports Are Provided at Intervals As Defined in Codes and Standards Additional Seismic Bracing, the Smacna Testing Amp Research Institute Conducted a Comprehensive Evaluation of the Submittal as an Acceptable Alternative for Use with the Smacna Hvac Duct Construction Standard Metal and Flexible 2nd Edition 1995 This Analysis Included Minimum and Maximum Working Load Ranges That Will Prevent Slip and Separation of Components of the, Smacna Hvac Duct Construction Standards Metal and Flexible Second Edition 1995 the Hvac Duct Support System Is Designed to Maintain Structural Integrity of the Duct Function Is Not Stresses Are Determined for the Seismic Excitation in Two Horizontal and One Vertical Direction the

Spiral Manufacturing Hanger Accessories Single
April 21st, 2019 - The Universal Support System is a standalone hanging system that supports a wide variety of applications This system comprises a galvanized steel aircraft cable with integral self locking hook and a patented locking device that allows quick installation and release for adjustment or removal
15845 – DUCTWORK SUPPORTS AND SLEEVES
April 19th, 2019 - The duct hanging system is composed of three elements the upper attachment to the building the hanger itself and the lower attachment to the duct Construct the attachments hangers and supports for all ductwork in accordance with SMACNA Manual and standards B INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS 1 Support each duct independently 2

Publications SMACNA
April 19th, 2019 - SMACNA standards and manuals address all facets of the sheet metal and HVAC industry from duct construction and installation to indoor air quality from energy recovery to roofing from solar energy to welding Currently SMACNA has more than thirty publications in circulation which are continuously reviewed and updated as required

Duct Fabrication Specifications Duct Construction
April 20th, 2019 - tdc duct constructed per smacna standards first edition 1995 2 duct fabricated using pittsburg seams 3 all duct stiffened by machine formed beads spaced at 12" o c 4 duct work to be sealed per smacna hvac table 1 2 5 tdc cnt jnt condu loc tdc connector center of duct amp tdc connector

VA Standard Details Div 23 HVAC Steam All Details 1 of 2
April 21st, 2019 - supply duct up amp down exhaust duct up amp down round and square 4 way ceiling diffusers supply top register or grille wall type detail title support anchor condenser water or chilled water december 2008 sd230511 26 dwg none pipe trench in building nts notes 1 2

SECTION 15140 SUPPORTS ANCHORS AND SEALS PART 1
April 20th, 2019 - SECTION 15140 SUPPORTS ANCHORS AND SEALS PART 1 GENERAL 2 06 DUCT HANGERS AND SUPPORTS A Per SMACNA Standards B Provide galvanized steel angles channels stays rods etc for duct support and reinforcement Do not use raw steel Support vertical soil pipe at

SMACNA Seismic Restraint Manual PPT Powerpoint
April 18th, 2019 - Bracing of Ducts the hanger is attached Hangers must be positively attached to the duct within 2 in of the top of the duct with a minimum of two 10 sheet metal screws Lateral motion will not cause damaging impact with other systems Lateral motion will not cause loss of vertical support Ducts have a cross sectional area of 6 ft2 or less

Ductwork Support Spacing Linx Industries Inc
April 17th, 2019 - Ductwork Support Spacing Tech Brief 13 01 Question... can we use 14 foot support spacing for round spiral ductwork Overview SMACNA HVAC Duct Construction Metal and Flexible 2005 Table 5.2 allows for a maximum spacing of 12 feet. In addition, SMACNA 2005 stipulates the required wire size rod or strap required for proper support.

**Smacna Hangers and Supports Scribd**
April 16th, 2019 - Smacna Hangers and Supports Download as PDF File PDF Text File TXT or read online Scribd is the world's largest social reading and publishing site Search Search

**2013 01 Ductwork Support Spacing EHG**
April 15th, 2019 - Ductwork Support Spacing Tech Brief 13 01 Question... can we use 14 foot support spacing for round spiral ductwork? Overview SMACNA HVAC Duct Construction Metal and Flexible 2005 Table 5.2 allows for a maximum spacing of 12 feet. In addition, SMACNA 2005 stipulates the required wire size rod or strap required for proper support.

**Ductwork Support Engineering ToolBox**
April 21st, 2019 - Support systems for ductwork may provide restraint in three directions against displacement and rotation. Consideration must be given with restraining ducts to avoid development of excessive internal duct stresses caused by expansion or contraction due to temperature variations.

**NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY PROJECT NAME FOR JOB ISSUED 03**
April 20th, 2019 - Construction reinforcements and hangers and supports shall comply with SMACNA's HVAC Duct Construction Standards Metal and Flexible and performance requirements and design criteria indicated in the Duct Schedule Article and on the drawings. B Structural Performance Duct hangers and supports shall withstand the effects of gravity loads.

**Duct suspension Air duct Ventilation Lindab**
April 15th, 2019 - Duct suspension and support systems we have a range of duct products for hanging etc. Find out more National websites Direct contact for Lindab products and system in your country local languages.

**hvac How do I support vertical runs of round ducting**
April 17th, 2019 - How do I support vertical runs of round ducting to support it? What about when the duct runs vertically? Do you use the same kind of strapping but attach it to the duct with screws or is there more to it? HVAC and tape them with foil tape you should be able to do a 5 foot vertical rise with support at the roof boot or where you.

**smacna org Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contractors**
Located in headquarters outside Washington D.C., the Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contractors National Association (SMACNA), an international association of union contractors, has 1,834 members in 103 chapters throughout the United States, Canada, Australia, and Brazil.

**Duct Hangers Ductwork Hangers and Supports US Duct**

April 19th, 2019 - Ductwork Hangers US Duct makes a full line of duct hangers and supports. Do you need to add structural supports and or duct stands? Authorities Having Local Jurisdiction. What are the local codes and how are certifications or standards such as SMACNA applicable to your duct hangers and overall system installation?

**Test and Verification Report on Gripple Hang Fast Wire**


**5 23 31 – HVAC DUCTS DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION STANDARD**

April 15th, 2019 - 5 23 31 – HVAC DUCTS DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION STANDARD Voluntary Product Standard PS 15-69 shall form the minimum basis for the fabrication of these FRP exhaust duct systems. Resin used shall be the Hetron 197 for its fire retardant and corrosion resistant properties.

**SECTION 010000 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS**

April 19th, 2019 - Section 233300 Air Duct Accessories for dampers, sound control devices, duct, duct support intervals and other provisions in SMACNA’s HVAC Duct Construction Standards Metal and Flexible 2 2 ROUND DUCTS AND FITTINGS A General Fabrication Requirements Comply with SMACNA’s HVAC Duct Construction.

**Rectangular Duct and Fittings Catalog Sheet Metal**

April 21st, 2019 - Sheet Metal Connectors Inc (SMC TDC Slip Drive and Raw Sheet Metal Connectors Inc) rectangular duct and fittings are one part of our complete line of HVAC products. SMC manufactures coil line ductwork in 4’ 5’ 6’ lengths. All ductwork comes standard with stiffening beads.

**Chapter 6 Duct Systems California Mechanical Code 2016**

April 21st, 2019 - Chapter 6 Duct Systems 601 0 General 602 0 Material cooling or evaporative cooling duct systems constructed of metal shall comply with SMACNA HVAC Duct Construction Standards Metal and Flexible or UL 181 Factory made air ducts shall not be used for vertical risers in air duct systems serving more than two stories and shall not.

**Draw Duct in a Plan View Revit Products 2018 Autodesk**
March 25th, 2019 - You can draw horizontal and vertical ducts in a plan view. You draw a vertical segment of duct in a plan view by changing the Offset value on the Options Bar while drawing a duct segment. However, it is often easier to draw vertical duct segments in an elevation view or a section view. See Drawing Ductwork In an Elevation or Section View. Open a view containing the duct system where you want.

**Roof Duct Supports**

April 10th, 2019 - Our Rooftop Duct Supports and other Roof Support Systems offer a wide range of options for supporting HVAC ductwork supports on top of rubber membrane steel and concrete roofs. Optional crossbracing systems specifically designed for high wind applications improve rooftop wind ratings.

**DUCT RISER SUPPORTS**

April 12th, 2019 - Duct riser supports note all duct work risers which are run exposed such as thru attic floors and fan room floors shall be provided with a 3 75mm high concrete curb around opening for duct seal hole with fireproofing material after duct installation. 2 x2 x1 4 50x50x6mm angle install on both long dimension sides of duct duct riser.

**Duct Support Duct Supports Roof Support System Flat**

April 20th, 2019 - Duct support systems can be installed on any type of roof from flat up to sloped up to 2 in 12 slope without penetrating the rooftop surface. Each duct support system is designed and engineered to adhere to your specifications and can accommodate ducting at any height or width.

**ANSI SMACNA 006 2006 HVAC Duct Construction Standards**


**SECTION 230529 HANGERS AND SUPPORTS FOR HVAC PIPING AND**

April 3rd, 2019 - Vertical Support Steel riser clamp UL listed Grinnell Fig 261. Superstrut C720 or equal. Duct Support and Bracing Support duct risers as shown on the Drawings. SECTION 230529 HANGERS AND SUPPORTS FOR HVAC PIPING AND EQUIPMENT.

**Non Welded Grease Duct Systems Installation Operation**

April 4th, 2019 - Collar and Adjustable Duct Vertical Installation. When the adjustable length duct and collar are installed in the vertical position between two fixed points such as the beginning support and the ending support it should be installed just below the higher support.
Approximately 50 participants from SMACNA member contractors learned about SMACNA’s most prominent standards at SMACNA’s Technical University in Milwaukee Wis on Sept 15 and 16.

More Technical Paper Custom Fabricated Sheet Metal

20 05 29 15060 Hangers and Supports
April 17th, 2019 - 6 Support vertical piping at every other floor. Support vertical soil pipe at each floor at hub 7. Where several pipes can be installed in parallel and at same elevation provide multiple or trapeze hangers. Where practical support riser piping independently of connected horizontal piping. 3 3 LOW VELOCITY DUCT HANGERS AND SUPPORTS

SMACNA Seismic Restraint for ducting PDF Document
March 14th, 2019 - Bracing of Ducts: the hanger is attached. Hangers must be positively attached to the duct within 2 in of the top of the duct with a minimum of two 10 sheet metal screws. Lateral motion will not cause damaging impact with other systems. Lateral motion will not cause loss of vertical support.

SECTION 23 05 29 Facilities Planning & Construction
April 14th, 2019 - SECTION 23 05 29 – HVAC HANGERS AND SUPPORTS University of Nebraska Comply with SMACNA’s HVAC Duct Construction Standards Metal and Flexible Table 5 1 Rectangular Duct Hangers Minimum Size and Table 5 2 Minimum Hanger Sizes for Round Duct Support vertical piping at every floor and at intervals of no more than 12 ft.

What are the Different Types of Duct Support wisegeek.com
April 8th, 2019 - Duct supports must be installed at carefully chosen intervals to ensure adequate support and reduce the risk of failure. Installers can choose from three basic varieties of duct support depending on the application at hand. Trapeze hangers support the duct on three sides and typically consist of a metal strut supported by two vertical rods.

SMACNA Seismic Restraint Manual iccsafe.org
April 19th, 2019 - positively attached to the duct within 2 in of the top of the duct with a minimum of two 10 sheet metal screws. Lateral motion will not cause damaging impact with other systems. Lateral motion will not cause loss of vertical support. 2 Ducts have a cross sectional area of 6 ft2 or less than 6 ft2 per ASCE7 05

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA Design Standards Revision May 2017
GUIDELINES FOR INSTALLING FLEXIBLE DUCT

April 18th, 2019 - and the amount of sag allowed between support joints will have serious GUIDELINES FOR INSTALLING FLEXIBLE DUCT INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS Non metallic Air Ducts and Air Connectors with Plain Ends UL 181 Listed Under File MH95969844 Application

Support at Intervals for Flex Ducts Building America

April 20th, 2019 - Duct Distribution Quality Installation If ducts are to be installed in a vented uninsulated attic or crawl space hang the ducts with supporting straps or saddles of sufficient width and frequency to adequately support the ducts so that the ducts do not sag and are not pinched or compressed in a manner that would cause damage to the ducts the duct insulation or the duct air barrier covering

Seismic Restraint Manual Smacna

April 9th, 2019 - Seismic Restraint Manual Smacna SMACNA HVAC Air Duct Leakage Test Manual 2 SMACNA B Structural Performance Duct hangers and supports and seismic restraints shall withstand Innovation for vertical seismic restraint Lower yours cost on According with SMACNA Seismic Restraint Manual Guidelines Type of use TOP08 22 is used

By Authority Of Public Resource Org

April 19th, 2019 - Vertical Riser Support Heater Support Volume Damper Installation CHAPTER 5 APPENDIX Contributors to Former Editions Inspection Checklist for Fibrous Glass Duct System Installation Procedure for Rating Duct Construction Methods conform to the SMACNA Fibrous Glass Duct Con

DETAIL OF DUCT FABRICATION amp SUPPORTS

April 9th, 2019 - or angle supports as recommended by 100 mm otherwise specified 450 mm min unless in heavy snow areas flashing roofing metal roof deck duct section a a notes 1 see dwg no ips dar 013 sht 9 11 for curb options 2 metal gauges duct schedule shall be based on smacna standards area of duct 25 to compensate for screen 20 mm 3 4 mesh screen

HVAC Duct Construction Standards Public Resource Org

April 19th, 2019 - If the designer does not designate pressure class for duct construction on the contract drawings the basis of compliance with the SMACNA HVAC Duct Construction Standards is as follows 2" 500 Pa w g for all
ducts between the supply fan and variable volume control boxes and 1” 250 Pa w g for all other ducts of any application

**Installation Requirements flexibleduct org**
April 18th, 2019 - Support the duct between a metal connection and bend by allowing the duct to extend straight for at least one duct diameter before making the bend. This will Factory made air ducts may not be used for vertical risers in air duct systems serving more than two adjacent stories 16 ADC Flexible Duct Performance amp Installation Standards 5th

**Standard Rectangular Duct Supports RPS**
April 16th, 2019 - NOTE When ductwork is insulated total outside diameter of duct and covering should be used to determine size of slide assembly

**PTM Manufacturing LLC Dual Tech Outdoor Ductwork**
April 12th, 2019 - Dual Tech is the pre fabricated double layer ducting system that is suitable for indoor and outdoor applications. Its 032 aluminum jacketing is the exterior armor to the SMACNA compliant Kingspan KoolDuct that is UL 181 listed as a Class 1 Air Duct system

**Standard Round Duct Supports RPS**
April 18th, 2019 - Standard Round Duct Supports Standard Round Duct Supports For all rooftop ductwork runs Accommodates ducts up to 84 wide Standard RPS equipment rail base Galvanized steel slide channel Galvanized continuously threaded rods Adjusts 12 vertically amp horizontally Galvanized steel duct slide assembly

**INSTALLING SEISMIC RESTRAINTS FOR DUCT AND PIPE**
April 20th, 2019 - INSTALLING SEISMIC RESTRAINTS FOR DUCT AND PIPE ii iii INSTALLING SEISMIC RESTRAINTS FOR DUCT AND PIPE SMACNA The American Society of Civil Engineers ASCE Project Team Paul Tertell FEMA Project Officer Normal vertical supports are provided at intervals as defined in codes and standards Additional seismic bracing

**SMACNA TESTING amp RESEARCH INSTITUTE**
April 20th, 2019 - The SMACNA Testing amp Research Institute conducted a comprehensive evaluation of the submittal as an acceptable alternative for use with the SMACNA HVAC Duct Construction Standard – Metal and Flexible 2nd Edition 1995 This analysis included minimum and maximum working load ranges that will prevent slip and separation of components of the

**Appendix 3A HVAC Ducts and Duct Supports nrc gov**
The HVAC duct support system is designed to maintain structural integrity of the duct. Function is not stresses are determined for the seismic excitation in two horizontal and one vertical direction.
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